The Qt® Patient Privacy System and Conference Room Edition Demo Kit provides a handy, effective means for demoing both of Cambridge Sound Management’s targeted speech protection systems.

The Demo Kit Includes:

A. Acrylic stand with ST 1000 Control Module and Lighted Privacy Sign (both with Qt Patient Privacy System Faceplate Covers)

B. Qt Conference Room Edition Module Faceplate Cover

C. Qt Conference Room Edition Lighted Privacy Sign Faceplate Cover

D. Two Qt Emitters in Acrylic Stands

E. Power Supply

F. Carrying Bag with Foam Insert

Qt® Patient Privacy System and Conference Room Edition Demo Kit

Call 800.219.8199 to order or contact your sales rep.

DK-CRE/HCE
SKU
$350
Partner Price

About Cambridge Sound Management

Cambridge Sound Management, Inc. the global leader in sound masking, manufactures QtPro sound masking systems to help organizations across multiple industries protect speech privacy, reduce noise distractions, and fuel workplace productivity. Powered by direct-field Quiet Technology, QtPro works by emitting a uniform, barely perceptible background sound at the frequencies of human speech. Cost effective and easy to install, QtPro is deployed in hundreds of millions of square feet of space throughout the world including commercial organizations, healthcare facilities, financial services, government agencies, and educational institutions.
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